Fossil Free
Culture NL

Shell Knew

Are a group of artists, activists, researchers and critics
are confronting oil and gas sponsorship of cultural insti
tutions in order to erode public trust in the fossil fuel
industry.

In April this year, internal documents were uncovered
by Dutch investigative journalists proving Shell has
known about the serious dangers of climate change for
decades. One of the research documents detailed the
fact that in 1984 the company generated 4 percent
of the world’s carbon emissions from its production
of oil, gas and coal. In a 1988 internal report, marked
“Confidential”, Shell researchers noted; “the main cause
of increasing CO2 concentrations is considered to be
fossil fuel burning.”

This spring, Fossil Free Culture NL created an Art Storm
– delivering three new performances in six weeks –
to demonstrate their commitment and capacity to keep
bringing beautiful trouble to the Van Gogh Museum
until they cut ties with Shell.

Oil giant Royal Dutch Shell has known since at least the
1980s that fossil fuel use poses a risk to all life on earth.

Shell’s Dirty Hands (2018), Performance

Shells Everywhere (2018), Intervention

What did Shell do with this research of theirs? They
ignored it, and continued to search for more oil, gas
and coal reserves, prioritising profit over lives. Shell
spent tens of millions of dollars sowing doubt and
funding denial over the most critical of all timeframes,
in direct contradiction of their own solid evidence.
So they could go on with business as usual.

Shell’s Dirty Hands
On May 3 2018, a mournful line of black-clad performers
emerged from the crowds outside the Van Gogh
Museum, to make Shell’s Dirty Hands visible on the glass
wall of this Dutch institution and remind them that oil
money stains our culture.
The museum hurried to remove these marks from its
façade. If only they would remove Shell’s toxic influence.

Shells Everywhere
On May 15 2018, 411 scallop shells were installed
in the Van Gogh Museum. Each one marked with a
‘carbon-black’ ink spill. 411 parts per million carbon
dioxide were present that day in our atmosphere.
A dark stain spreading on our future.
In parliament corridors and university lecture halls,
science fairs and museum openings Shell place their
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influence sponsoring disinformation and shedding
doubt in every corner, eager to get ahead of the curve
and reap the opportunities afforded to them by melt
ing ice caps, and extreme weather events. In pursuit of
private profit, at the expense of a livable planet.
Science’s numbers, criminally buried and royally denied
by Shell in this make or break era, were placed that day
on exhibit for their artwashing partners to reckon with.
Shell’s Dirty Hands are all over our culture. It’s time to
remove their poisonous influence.
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Manifesto
On June 9 2018, Fossil Free Culture NL present this
manifesto. Declaimed live from the staircase in the heart
of the museum by a female performer, and distributed
simultaneously in print to all in attendance, the giant text
“End the Fossil Fuel Age Now” cascades from balcony to
floor.

Artwashing
In order to continue their operations unhindered by
public disapproval, Shell works constantly to maintain
a social license through public relations efforts that
include sponsorship deals with prestigious Dutch cul
tural institutions. For a tiny slice of their enormous PR
budgets, Shell manages to buy a false image of cultural
and societal generosity.
This marketing strategy is known as artwashing, and
is exactly what Shell engages in when partnering with
The Van Gogh Museum.

Art
Storm
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